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Use these notes to review what we covered in the camera fundamentals session and don’t hesitate to ask
questions! This handout touches on the essential steps to start shooting and then some. These notes are
in perpetual beta, please send me comments, corrections, and suggestions.

Gear available from the Media Studio
Panasonic GH4 cameras can be checked out from the Media Studio. Kits include the following:
Olympus M.Zuiko ED 12-40mm f/2.8 PRO lens; two SD memory cards; two batteries; and battery
charger with AC power cord.
A subset of the kits also come with three Rokinon cinema-style prime lenses and a clunky adapter that’s
used for XLR balanced-audio inputs and SDI output. Available separately are some Rode Video Mics
that can be connected to the GH4 along with tripods, lighting kits, polarizing filters, and headphones.
Also available are Zoom H4n sound recorders and headphones, along with a variety of professional
microphones, wind shields, and microphone support devices that will work with the Zoom H4n (via
professional XLR connectors) but not the GH4 (which has a mini-jack stereo microphone input). The
Media Studio also has five Audio-Technica BP4029 stereo shotgun mics that can be used with the Zoom,
along with several lavaliere mics and several regular shotgun microphones. These can’t be used with the
GH4 (they use balanced lines with XLR connectors) which is why for important sound recording we’ll
do double system sound using the Zoom recorders).

Quick set-up guide
Unfortunately we don’t want to simply reset the camera to the factory defaults and start shooting with it,
for better video recording we’ll need to configure the camera with a
particular setup, here’s how to do it. For shooting in-class exercises and
assigned projects, the following steps will configure the camera with the
settings you should be using.

1. Insert battery, SD memory card and make sure the lens is clean
The camera kit comes with two batteries and two SD cards. Install a battery
and SD card in the camera . Always make sure you have a fully charged
battery, a formatted SD card (we’ll get to that soon enough), and a clean lens
before you start shooting.

2. Set camera to Movie Mode
Set the mode dial to Movie Mode (movie camera icon with an small M). Everything we cover in this
handout assumes the camera is set to Movie Mode.
Making menu adjustments
Press the Menu/Set button in the middle of the rear jog wheel to enter menu mode. In this handout I
will refer to the page numbers of the menus when referring to a setting so you know where to find it in
the menu. The menu page numbers are displayed on the right next to the up and down arrows on the
screen. There are two ways to operate the menu: 1. Press on the display, it’s a touch screen; 2. Pressing
the top, right, bottom, and left portion of the jog wheel (as well as turning the wheel itself) can be used
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for navigation, with the center button used for making selections. The Fn4
button to the lower left of the wheel can be used as a return button

3. Initialize to factory defaults, then customize the camera settings
We want to start off by setting the camera to the factory defaults. We will
then configure the camera with the settings I recommend you start off with.
If I don’t mention a setting in this handout, it means you should ignore it
and leave it set to the factory default for starters.
In the Setup menu do the following:
• Select Reset and then respond Yes to both the “Reset Rec. Settings?” and
“Reset setup/custom settings?” questions (page 5/6), this will configure
the camera to factory defaults, it’s important we do this first before going
through all of the other menu settings, and
• Select Clock Set and set the camera to the correct time and
date (page 1/6), it’s nice to have video files properly time
stamped, and
• Select Beep and then set Beep Volume to X and E-Shutter
Volume to X (page 1/6),
• Set Live View Mode to 60fps (page 2/6) for best performance,1
• Set Monitor Luminance to 1 (page 2/6),2
• Set the System Frequency to 59.94Hz (NTSC) (page 5/6), 3
• And while we’re here, it’s a good time to Format the SD card (page 6/6), do this before the start of
every shoot (assuming there is nothing on the card you want to keep).4
In the Motion Picture menu do the following:
• Set Rec Format to MOV (page 1/6) for the highest quality
recording,
• Set Rec Quality to 4K 100M 30P (page 1/6) for the highest
quality recording unless you need to shoot at frame rates

1

The only reason to set it to 30fps is to conserve battery life.

2

On A (automatic) mode the display will gain up and down depending on ambient light levels and this is extremely confusing for setting
manual exposure using the LCD. You can set it to 2 in order to conserve battery life, however, the display will become less visible in bright
lighting situations.
3

This mode influences the available frame rates and resolutions. In 59.95Hz (NTSC) mode you can select up to 60fps in 1080p and 30fps in
4K. The 4K resolution in 59.94Hz and 50.00Hz modes is 3840 x 2160. In 24.00Hz (Cinema) mode you can increase this to the Hollywood
academy DCI standard of 4096 x 2160. This is in a wider aspect ratio (1.85:1) compared to 16:9 for 3840 x 2160 so when you playback this
4K footage on a 16:9 display like a TV, black bars will be added top and bottom. European users can select 25p and 50p frame rates by
enabling 50.00hz (PAL) mode. 4K can only be shot at 24p in Cinema mode but in 3840 x 2160 25p is available.
4

It’s a good idea after every shoot to set the Write Protect tab on the SD card to make sure it does not get formatted until you’ve had a
chance to copy your media from the card.
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higher than 30p,5 and
• Set Exposure Mode to M (page 1/6) for full manual control of shutter, aperture and ISO,6
In the Custom menu do the following:
• Set Peaking to ON (page 4/9), this highlight the areas in the
frame which are in sharp focus with colored outlines to assist
with manual focus, however, it’s more precise to use the focus
zoom function instead of peaking,
• Set Histogram to ON (page 4/9), a histogram displays the
distribution of values from the darkest to the brightest areas in
the scene in order to help you judge accurate exposure levels
by avoiding “crushed” blacks and “blown-out” highlights, the
histogram display can be positioned anywhere on the screen,
• Set the Zebra Pattern to ZEBRA1 (page 5/9), when enabled the zebra pattern on the display indicates
areas of overexposure. There are two Zebra patterns available: ZEBRA 1 (defaults to 80%) and ZEBRA
2 (defaults to 100%), the default threshold values can be adjusted to your liking with the SET function,
• Set Constant Preview to ON (page 5/9), in order for the live-view display to show you the exposure as
it will be recorded when you start recording,7
• Set Video Priority Display to ON (page 6/9), in order to prioritize video information instead of stillsrelated information on the display, and
You can ignore the Playback menu for now. 8

Recording formats
The GH4 uses the H.264 codec to encode and compress video. In the Motion Picture menu the Rec
Format option selects the file format and the Rec Quality option selects the resolution and bitrate of the
video itself. The file created by the GH4 is available in three different formats, each uses a different
configuration of the H.264 codec, with various quality settings:
• AVCHD yields smaller file sizes, recording 1080p at a maximum bitrate of 28Mbit/s,9
• MP4 is available in two variants:10
5

There’s really isn’t a good reason to shoot at 1080p with the GH4 because this reduces image quality and the scaling to 1080p is better
done in Adobe Premiere Pro from 4K files. Some reasons to shoot 1080p at the onset might be if you have storage space constraints or you
are editing on a slow computer. Editing 4K video even if your distribution target is1080p provides you with the ability to selectively reframe
your video without a loss in resolution in the final output.
6

For in-class use of the camera we will want to keep it on manual, however, when you go out shooting, if this is your first time out with a
video camera, it’s OK to start off with the default P (Program) mode which will set the Shutter Speed and Aperture for you. Even with
manual exposure you can still leave certain things on auto, a common one is white balance, but consider using as many manual settings as
possible for best results (including manual focus).
7

If you set it to OFF the display will automatically gain-up in low light to help you compose the frame but I suggest avoiding this.

8

The only video features in this menu are the options to create videos from stills shot in time-lapse or stop-motion mode in the camera,
which is better done in Adobe Premiere Pro.
9

You can’t record in 4K using this recording format.

10

In both MP4 settings 4K video is recorded at the highest quality setting of 100Mbit/s.
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‣ MP4 (AAC) uses a lower bitrate suitable for playback on a PC but not suitable for editing.
‣ MP4 (LPCM) uses a higher bitrate (up to 200Mbit/s) for higher quality suitable for editing and
grading in an application like Adobe Premiere Pro on a PC.
• MOV creates an Apple QuicktTme file, image quality is identical to MP4 (LPCM) and is suitable for
editing and grading in an application like Final Cut Pro X or Adobe Premiere Pro on a Mac.

To shoot 4K or not 4K, that is the question…
Shooting in 4K offers you better image quality even if you only plan to edit and deliver your footage in
1080p. With 4K material you can scale more intelligently in post to 1080p using the full performance of
Adobe Premiere Pro or even crop a 1080p box out of the 4K frame for the ability to re-frame or zoom
with minimal loss of quality. Gradation is smoother, noise is minimized at high ISOs, and the image has
less banding compared to the in-camera 1080p mode.11
On the other hand, shooting1080p on the GH4 has three advantages over 4K:
• 1080p mode allows you to shoot using the Variable Frame Rate option for slow motion at up to 96fps
but only when resolution is set to 1080/24/25p at 100Mbit/s or lower in MP4(LPCM) or MOV
modes. The onscreen menu will show motive VFR AVAILABLE as you navigate to the applicable
option under REC QUALITY, and
• 1080p mode offers a higher maximum frame rate of 60p which can be useful for applying a smooth
slow-motion retiming effects in Adobe Premiere Pro, anad
• In-camera 1080p also offers an ALL-I recording option.12
The GH4 offers two 4K shooting modes. The bitrate is the same (100Mbit/s) for both and image quality
is identical, however, the horizontal resolution and aspect ratio differs between then, as do the frame
rates available:
• Cinema 4K (DCI Academy) has a 1.85:1 aspect ratio and a resolution of 4096 x 2160 at 24 frames per
second (24p), compatible with traditional film,13
• Ultra HD (UHD) has a 16:9 aspect ratio and a resolution of 3840 x 2160 at 24, 25, or 30 frames per
second, the new online streaming video standard with the same aspect ratio of HD video.
11

This is because it uses all of the pixels in the recording area on the sensor to deliver the image. 1080p only uses a summed and averaged
subset of pixels from the sensor using a process known as “pixel binning.” Most of the data describing the image is thrown away in 1080p
mode in-camera before it even reaches the image processor. The 1080p mode has some moire and aliasing issues whereas the 4K mode has
virtually none.
12

Usually the codec compresses footage by using clever mathematics to estimate movement of the shot in-between frames which are
individually stored as- is. Elements of estimation and synthesis create B and P frames in-between I frames and the codec is known as IPB,
whereas in an ALL-I codec all the frames are I frames (individually stored and compressed separately). The upside of ALL-I is the look of
fast motion and motion blur is improved but the downside is that a higher bitrate is needed per second of footage to maintain quality
because no economy is being gained by the synthesized B and P frames. The bitrate per second is spread thinly across all individual frames.
The ALL-I codec is not recommended for those who use a tripod and have little movement in the frame, or for those who wish to take
advantage of the smaller file sizes of the standard non-ALL-I 1080p recording options.
13

This mode is is only available when the system frequency is set to 24p on page 5 of the Setup menu. Cinema 4K standard makes use of a
slightly wider recording area on the sensor but the aspect ratio is the slightly wider 35mm film standard compared to the 16:9 HD television
standard. If your goal is show the footage on 16:9 displays or on the internet on YouTube or Vimeo, you can easily convert Cinema 4K to
16:9 in post by dropping the footage onto a 3840 x 2160 timeline sequence. This will crop the edges slightly. Or you can use the 4096 x
2160 file as is and on a16:9 timeline the footage will be letterboxed (small black bars to the top and bottom of the frame) as you see with a
lot of movies that were shot using the cinema standard instead of the HDTV standard aspect ratio.
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Sensor size and crop factor
The Panasonic GH4 has a Micro-Four-Thirds (MFT) image sensor. Compared to a camera with a full
frame sensor, it has a 2x crop factor. This means that the equivalent of a 50mm normal lens on a fullframe camera would be a lens with 1/2 the focal length, or 25mm lens, on a MFT camera. Refer to the
Camera Fundamentals handout for a detailed discussion of sensor size, crop factor, and the relationship
between depth of field and sensor size.

Exposure modes
After you’ve used the camera in automatic mode you’ll probably want more creative control over your
image. Manual control of the camera is important for video as it will help you prevent exposure shifts
during a shot and gives you more control over how your shot will look.
The Movie Mode option in the Camera menu can be set to one of four exposure modes (the use of the P,
S, A, and M settings on the Mode Dial is for shooting stills). When you select Movie Mode on the mode
dial dial for video functionality the exposure mode is selected with the Exposure Mode option on Page 1
of the Motion Picture menu:
• Program mode (P). The camera will use the exposure meter (which can be adjusted for darker or
brighter exposures using the exposure compensation feature) to decide for you what shutter speed
and aperture to select. ISO sensitivity can be set manually or automatically. I recommended avoiding
this mode when shooting video since exposure changes during recording are usually not what you
want. For stills P mode can be quite nice if you don‘t need or want to prioritize shutter speed or
aperture. That said, this mode is there for your convenience when you prefer automatic over manual
exposure and it’s the factory default mode.
• Shutter Priority (S). This mode gives you control of the shutter speed and the camera will choose the
aperture automatically. ISO sensitivity can be set either automatically or manually. This mode is
useful when you want the exposure set automatically using auto-ISO and the aperture setting.14
Aperture Priority (A). This mode gives you control over the lens aperture and the shutter speed is set
automatically along with the ISO sensitivity if that’s been set to auto.
Manual (M). For the most control over your image, this is the mode I recommend when shooting
video. You have full control of the shutter speed, lens aperture, ISO sensitivity, and all other exposure
settings. Manual mode is fully manual, so you don’t have access to automatic ISO setting.

Setting ISO sensitivity
When using the camera inManual mode you can vary the sensitivity of the camera using the ISO
adjustment: press the ISO button close to the shutter button and adjust using the rear adjustment wheel.15
Recall the exposure triangle. Being able to vary the sensitivity of a video camera is helpful because in
general the shutter speed is fixed at 1/60 (when shooting at 30fps), leaving you with ISO, Aperture, and
ND filters on the lens as your means for controlling exposure. When shooting in low light, increasing the

14

If you’re using a manual aperture lens without electronic contact with the body, the camera will only adjust exposure by changing the
ISO sensitivity setting.
15

By default the GH4 only allows to adjust the ISO in one stop increments. If you want to make incremental adjustments to ISO in finer
increments, see “ISO Increments for the GH4,” https://suggestionofmotion.com/blog/panasonic-gh4-setup-iso-increments/
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ISO setting up to 1600 does not significantly decrease the quality of the video, however, as you beyond
1600 you’ll start notice more noise in the video.

Neutral density filters
What can you do if you’ve set the ISO all the way down to 100 and it’s still too bright to open up the
aperture in order to achieve shallow focus (assuming you want shallow focus)? The solution is to use a
use a neutral density (ND) filter, the equivalent of putting sunglasses on the camera. Typically video
camcorders and some digital cinema cameras have ND filters built in, however, D-SLRs and mirrorless
cameras like the GH4 do not.
ND filters reduce the amount of light passing through them and the higher quality filters don’t add a
color cast to the image. ND filters come in various densities: ND 0.3 (a.k.a. ND3) reduces the intensity
of the light by 1 stop, ND 0.6 (a.k.a. ND6) by 2 stops, ND 0.9 (a.k.a. ND9) by 3 stops, and ND 1.2 (a.k.a.
ND12) 4 stops.
If you want to shoot outdoors at large apertures neutral density filters are essential. Of course, if you
want maximum depth of field you may not need to use ND filters for your exterior shots, however, in
very bright conditions you might still need one to get the exposure within rage of the smallest aperture
on your lens.
Variable ND filters offer the convenience of a single filter that changes density as you turn the ring,
however, good ones are expensive because they consist of a very high quality circular polarizer
sandwiched with a high quality linear polarizer. You can make your own homegrown variable ND this
way.

Using the screen, zebras, and histogram for proper exposure guidance
With the GH4 you have three ways of judging proper exposure:
• The display does a reasonable job of getting you in the ballpark as long as the camera is configured
in the manner we did above,
• The zebras show you (with diagonal stripes) the areas of the scene that exceed a specific threshold,
ZEBRA 1 defaults to 80%, and
• The histogram shows you the distribution of pixel values from black to white, if the histogram skews
the the left (a large number of values are in the shadows with few in the highlight region) the image is
considered underexposed. If if the histogram skews to the right (a large number of values are in the
highlights with few in the shadow region) the image overexposed. In a “properly” exposed image the
majority of pixels should be in the middle of the scale, however, if you have an intentionally bright
scene or an intentionally dark scene, that may not be the case.

!

In general you want the primary brightness spike at around 70% to allow headroom in the shot for
highlights. This is where personal judgement and and experience comes in. When in doubt, stick to the
rule of thumb of holding the highlights in place and let the shadows fall where they may. For the most
part, it’s better to have underexposed shadows than blown out highlights, however, in the end exposure is
a creative choice, not simply a technical one.
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In the example above, I would say the image on the left is without a doubt underexposed. The image on
the right might be considered a tad overexposed or just right. The image in the middle is either slightly
underexposed or just right. In the end, exposure is not a technical determination but a creative one.
Given my creative intent the middle image is the properly exposed image among the three. The one on
the left is underexposed and the one on the right is overexposed, even though from a technical
perspective the image on the right might be said to be properly exposed. The histogram in the middle
may not follow conventional wisdom of having a majority of values in the middle, however, the final
judge if an image is over- or under-exposed is a creative one.

Automatic focus modes
The GH4 offers you the choice of three auto-focus modes:
• AFS -Auto-Focus Single: The camera will pre-focus on the subject when the shutter is depressed halfway. It will not refocus if the subject moves. This mode is designed for shooting stills. If the subject is
not in focus, reframe and try again. As long as the shutter release is pressed half-way, the focus will
hold the original focus point even if you change your framing. Works well for non-moving subjects.
• AFF - Auto-Focus Flexible: The camera will focus on the subject once, then it will refocus if the subject
moves.
• AFC - Auto-Focus Continuous: The camera will adjust focus continuously and attempt to anticipate the
motion of a moving object and follow it. This will consume a lot more battery.
AFF and AFC are similar, but AFF is more geared for still photography with a time lag on refocusing if the
subject moves. When it comes to video, auto-focus is a hit or miss proposition. Professional
videographers prefer manual focus, however, they usually have someone on the crew dedicated to pulling
focus. When you’re working solo-lobo you have to weigh the pros and cons of auto-focus which depends
a lot on your particular subject.

Starting out with manual focus
When you are starting out the easiest way to use manual focus is to set your focus before shooting and
maintain a consistent camera-to-subject distance during the entire shot. Continual manual focus is what
filmmakers do regularly, however, if the camera and/or subject is moving it gets tricky. Professional
filmmakers have tools for this, however, we’re stuck with the simple kit zoom lens with limited focus travel
and no footage markings and simply need to make the best of what we have, however options exist that
make manual focusing easier, but it requires gear we simply do not have access to.16

Setting focus with photography lenses
To check your focus, you can’t zoom in to focus and then back out with photography lenses as you can
with professional video zoom lenses. Photography zoom lenses don’t maintain the same focus point

16

On a professional production there’s a person dedicated to pulling focus known as the 1st Assistant Cameraperson (1st AC). Frequently
both camera and subject are moving around and so there’s a lot to pay attention to. This is why filmmakers use “cinema” lenses which have
focus markings on the barrel and the focus ring has a long travel for more precise focusing. Cinema lenses also have a gear built in so you
can use it with a follow-focus that attaches to the side of the lens and connects to the gear on the focus ring for precise focus pulling by the
1st AC or camera operator. Unfortunately we’re stuck with the simple kit zoom lens with limited focus travel and no footage markings. So
we have to make the best of what we have. However, you should be aware that the Media Studio has several prime lenses available for use
with the Panasonic GH4 cameras you might want to experiment with at some point if you want to orchestrate shots with precise manual
focus. As a beginner, you can get started using the focus ring on the kit lens and make the best of it, however, if you continue shooting video
and get serious about it, you may wish to invest in or rent prime lenses and a follow focus for your shoots.
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throughout their zoom range at any given focus ring setting, and you’ll end up with blurry footage if you
focus by zooming in to focus and then zooming back out.
On the GH4 you can make use of either Peaking or Focus Zoom to set focus.. This allows you to set
focus precisely.

Viewfinder information
Press the DISP button (above the MENU/SET button) to cycle through the different viewfinder display
options until you have the amount of information on screen that you want. Some folks like to see
everything on the screen. The histogram is particularly important for monitoring exposure levels.

SD memory cards
If you choose to use your own SD memory card, make sure it’s a Class 10 card capable of a 90 MB/sec.
data rate. If the camera can’t write to the card fast enough, it will stop in the middle of your recording.

Recording sound on the camera
Sound is the most overlooked aspect of video, despite it being “half of the picture.” If you want better
sound, use an external microphone and monitor your sound with headphones. You can adjust the audio
levels manually by going into the Camera Menu in order to:
• SetMic Level Disp. to ON (page 5/7)
• Adjust Mic Level Adj. as needed for a good level (page 5/7)
• Set Mic Level Limiter to ON in order to limit peaks to avoid distortion (page 6/7)
• Set Wind Cut to OFF as it will alter the sound quality and does a poor job of reducing wind noise, if
you are shooting in windy conditions, use a windjammer instead of depending on this (page 6/7)
You can use an external microphone like the Rode VideoMic or VideoMic Go with the GH4. The rules
of thumb for good sound are: 1. place the microphone as close to the subject as possible, 2. always
monitor your recording, and 3. monitor recording levels and adjust as needed. With a microphone
mounted on the camera you’re probably not following #1.

Double system sound
The sound recording limitations of cameras like the GH4 has led many video makers to use a separate
sound recorder and a microphone when it’s important to acquire good audio. When you record video
and sound at the same time using separate devices it’s referred to as “double system sound.” A wide
range of external sound recorders are available including the Zoom H4n and the smaller Roland R-05.17
The sound tracks you record with a separate recorder can be synced up with the video files. Keep in
mind both of these approaches require that sound is recorded on the camera since they rely on matching
the camera sound to the sound in the separately recorded sound files. There’s a third technique that
involves using a slate as a synchronization point, but we’re not going to use that technique. Two
approaches for synchronizing video with sound recorded separately include:

17

Recorders like the Zoom H4n sport two XLR connectors for compatibility with professional microphones. Smaller recorders like the
Roland R-05 only works with consumer microphones that come with a 3.5mm mini-plug, however, it’s small size makes it ideal for the solo
logo media maker who wants to travel light.
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• PluralEyes is a stand-alone application that will analyze your video and sound files and can replace
the camera sound with the corresponding external recorder sound for each of your video files.
Alternatively it can export a synchronized Adobe Premiere Pro timeline with the video and audio
tracks synchronized. From there you can create merged clips in Premiere Pro that have the video
synched up with the separately recorded sound. If you have a lot of video and sound files to
synchronize, Plural Eyes is a big time saver.
• Adobe Premiere Pro can merge your video and corresponding sound clips in on a clip by clips basis.
To do this, select the video file and its corresponding sound file in your project bin, right-click, and
select “Merge Clips.” A dialogue box will open up allowing you to name your synchronized clip.
Select “Audio” as your “Synchronize Point” and select “Remove Audio From AV Clip.” Click “OK,”
and you’re done. A merged clip will appear in your Project bin that you can use in your timeline like
any other clip. It’s probably a good idea to keep a log while you’re shooting in order to know which
video file go with which sound file which will save you time when it comes to synchronize your clips.
Important caveat: In the current version of Premiere Pro marker comments added to merged clips
get lost, so don’t use this feature (using markers are fine, it’s only the comments associated with
markers on merged clips that get lost, not the markers themselves).
This might seem like a lot of trouble, however, your video will sound much better and your audience will
appreciate it. Double system is how most professional filmmakers record sound because the camera and
sound are usually handled by separate crews to make sure both image and sound are being acquired with
the highest level of quality. When professional documentary makers shoot alone they will either use a
camera than has professional sound inputs, makes it easy to monitor and adjust sound levels with realtime information on the screen (or viewfinder), and provide headphone monitoring. Otherwise, they will
go the double-system route.

White balance
The camera is capable of automatically setting white balance, however, for the best image quality,
especially if you’re shooting multiple clips that you want to edit together smoothly, it’s important to
maintain the consistency of color balance between shots. If you’re just shooting casually it’s slightly less
imperative, however, best practices suggest manually set white balance every time the lighting conditions
change.
To select a “custom white balance” start by taking a photo of a white card (or simply a piece of paper)
under the illumination of the scene.
In the menu settings select this white image as the custom white balance reference. Then Press Display.
Then Press Quick menu. Then Select custom white balance using the scroll wheel. Then Press Quick
menu to exit. The white balance has been set as to render the white reference without a color cast.

Picture style
Unlike stills with this camera which you can shoot RAW in order to grade and compress them later in
Adobe Photoshop, video gets pre-baked with a particular and compressed before it’s written to the SD
card. If you’re going to use the video straight out of camera without color grading, then use the Faithful
style. If you’re shooting with the intent to color grade in Adobe Premiere Pro, the best picture style to
use is a variant of “Faithful” with -4 Contrast and -2 Saturation. The video shot with this picture style
will look flat and dull, but you’ll have a little bit more dynamic range to play with when grading the
video in Adobe Premiere Pro. Avoid the other styles, some are too contrasty or have sharpness artifacts
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with increased moiré and aliasing. Sharpening can be added in post if necessary, but should be avoided
in the camera.

Now it’s time to start shooting video
This handout only touches on the tip of the iceberg, however, now you know the essential menu settings
and controls you’ll be using to shoot video. I’ve skipped over quite a few menu settings and camera
features because they’re not really applicable to getting started making videos. I encourage you to explore
then as you become more confident shooting. Once you get to know the camera the owner’s manual
becomes useful for figuring out how to use additional features or adjusting additional settings. As always,
if you have any questions or comments, let me know!

Ten step shooting checklist
1. Check the kit
Make sure all of the components listed at the start of this handout are contained in your kit. Always
configure and test the camera prior to going out on a shoot.
2. Configure the camera
Configure the camera as outlined above in this document.

3. Prepare for shooting
Make sure the lens is clean, the battery is fully charged, and the SD card has been formatted before you
start shooting. Note: If you need to clean the lens, apply a drop or two of lens fluid to a piece of lens
tissue and gently wipe the lens clean. Don’t apply lens fluid directly to the lens, as it might flow across the
element and into the lens itself. If you have a blower brush, or a blower, use that before using the lens
tissue to remove any particles that might cause the lens to be scratched.

4. Set the ISO (sensitivity to light)
Press the ISO button and use the scroll wheel to adjust values. Anything above 800 will look pretty
grainy, so only increase the ISO setting if you need to in order to shoot in low light. Keep it at 100 for
starters and then change accordingly depending on lighting conditions.

5. Set shutter speed
Turn the scroll wheel to adjust the shutter speed. Anything below 1/60 of a second will have motion blur.
For fast moving subjects increase the shutter speed above 1/60th but be careful not to make it too high in
order to avoid a strobing effect (which may be a creative choice).18

6. Set aperture
Press the Av button while turning the scroll wheel to adjust aperture. This will have an effect on the
depth of field.

18

We are used to seeing motion blur with moving images. For an even more cinematic look, you might consider shooting at 24fps with a
1/50 of a second shutter speed. Feature films are usually shot at 24fps with a shutter speed of 1/48 of a second, so they exhibit more
motion blur that standard video. The T5i is capable of shooting at 24fps with a shutter speed of 1/50 of a second, replicating the same
motion blur as film, providing a “film look” to your video, as the motion blur you get at 1/50 is practically identical to the motion blur you
get at 1/48 of a second. Refer to the manual for more details about adjusting the frame rate and the shutter speed.
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7. Focus
Use the focus assist zoom button to toggle magnification x5 or x10 to do precise focusing on the subject,
and rotate the focus ring on the lens until the image is clear. Make sure the lens is set to Manual Focus
mode. If you prefer to use autofocus you can do it during recording by pressing the shutter button halfway to have the camera focus. This will cause the sound of the lens movement to be recorded on the
sound track.

8. Record video
Press the camera button with the red dot directly next to the viewfinder to start video recording. Pressing
the shutter will only take a still image. Press the video record button again to stop. Turn off the camera
when you’re not shooting to avoid wasting battery reserve. I suggest you have have pre and post roll
before and after each shot to make editing easier.

9. Save the footage
Remove the SD card from the camera and insert into an SD card reader. connected to your computer.
Copy the entire contents of the SD card memory card intact to a folder on your laptop or external drive.
Do not make any changes to this folder, or its contents. After the copy operation remove the SD card
from the computer. Only then should you import the footage to Adobe Premiere Pro.
This best practice is highly recommended to avoid the possible mistake of importing into Premiere
directly from the SD card. Then the next time you launch Premiere you will not have access to the
media. It’s lost forever if the card got reformatted in the meantime. Importing into Premiere is not
actually importing anything other than a reference to the file location.

10. Returning the camera
After you make your copy, place the memory card back in the camera and format it. Then remove it
from the camera and put it back into the plastic case it came in before returning equipment to the Media
Studio. Remove the battery from the camera and place in the camera bag. Make sure all of the
components in the kit are accounted for.

